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Abstract 
There is a desperate requirement to identify non-invasive biomarkers which conceivably could delay 

development of the Alzheimer’s disease. Biomarkers are a quantifiable signal of a certain biological 

condition. Biomarkers for Alzheimer can be recognized using Blood, Cerebrospinal fluid, Saliva, Urine 

sample has been an aim of numerous experimenter for several years. Aβ40, Aβ42, total tau, and p-tau in 

different body samples have characteristic use in AD. Assessment of CSF biomarker is helpful in the 

forecast the risk of progression from mild cognitive impairment to AD. This study is an outline of in 

progress joint efforts to set up biomarkers as a characteristic tool and carry out them in diagnostic 

procedures of the above-mentioned disease. 

 

Keywords: Biomarker, CSF, plasma, neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) 

 

Introduction 

AD was first distinguished by Alois Alzheimer in 1906. AD is a usual neurologic disorder is 

becoming a dire global health concern [1]. It is signalized by memory loss, a continuous 

decrease in thinking and by a continuous reduces of cognitive functions from (MCI) to the 

entire defeat of language, difficulties executing routine daily activity [2]. According to current 

figure (2019), nearly 50 million human beings suffer from AD or AD connected dementia 

global [3-4]. The incidence of dementia is forecast to spread by 68% in developing and 

developed countries by 2050 [5]. It is clinically diagnosed by the unusual accumulation of 

proteins in and all over the brain cells. Among them protein mixed up is called amyloid beta, 

accumulation of which build plaques all around brain cells. Another protein is tau protein 

deposits of which builds neurofibrillary tangles within brain cells [6], go along with induction 

of oxidative stress, inflammation and serious synaptic changes [7]. Aβ is produced by the 

consecutive breakup of the transmembrane amyloid-β progenitor protein (APP) by β- 

secretases and γ-secretases protease complex [8]. It is found that APP cleaning happens in lipid 

rafts [6, 9]. AD is caused by alternation in APP genes, presenilin-1, and presenilin-2 [10]. 

AD diagnose is not easy task. Changes in intracerebral region of the brain are recognized by 

assessing biochemical markers of different body fluid [11]. Biomarker is signal of pathogenesis 

mechanism, biochemical changes in body fluids to different medicinal treatment [12]. The sign 

of superior biomarker is that can recognize premature alternation of different illness and draw 

a distinction between AD and pseudo dementia and other changes [13]. AD cannot be easily 

detected in primary period when memory damage is light and may go unknown. At present, 

presence of AD is verified by investigate the CSF of spinal cord, Blood, Saliva, Urine 

containing markers such as Aβ protein, total tau protein and p-tau expression quantity [14, 15]. 

Cerebrospinal Fluid is an important origin of biomarkers, because it makes face to face 

association with intracerebral region and spinal cord and it fully supply various useful 

indicator profiles of the brain loss [16]. CSF draws by pierce in pale- mammalian cortex of 

victim which may be both injurious and unpleasant, which is difficult to diagnose the illness. 

There are numerous types of amyloid-β in which Aβ42 easily responsible for the formation of 

neuritis plaques in body fluids [17]. United estimation of decreased Aβ42 amount and raised p- 

tau amount in CSF is important biomarker of AD identification [18, 19].  

 

AD-molecular mechanisms 

Acetylcholine is a neurotransmitter and has foremost part in usual purpose in the brain region  
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Amyloid beta is a protein with conformation Aβ40 and Aβ42 

and Aβ42. Aβ42 is the principal component for amyloid 

plaques obtained in individuals with AD in head region 
[22]. Aβ Peptide obtained by multi-step cleavage of APP which 

is 695 amino acid membrane proteins [23]. In the cerebral 

deposition of Aβ which leads to neuronal dysfunction and 

brain death [24-25]. 

The tau proteins are a protein manufactured 

by splicing from gene MAPT. It exists in group of six highly 

soluble protein isoforms [26]. Tau creates unsolvable fibre 

in Alzheimer's disease. It provides stability to microtubule [27]. 

In the AD tau proteins get Hyperphosphorylated through post 

translational modification into unsolvable neurofibrillary 

tangles and drop the tendency to attach to cytoskeleton of 

brain cells [28]. These NFTs disrupt neuronal plasticity and 

cause neurodegenration.  

Excitotoxicity is the pathological process [29]. In excitotoxicity 

nerve cells are injured by excitement by neurotransmitters 

such as glutamate and others in adverse condition such as 

reduced levels of glucose, disease causing genetic mutation 
[30]. Glutamate is neurotransmitter in our body but due to 

hyper-excitation leads to excite-toxicity of brain cells which 

leads to death of brain cells [31]. 

An excess amount of free radicals plays an essential role in 

neurodegeneration [32]. Amyloid beta plays primary role in 

free radical production which ultimately leads to generate 

oxidative stress [33]. When body exposed to noise and carbon 

monoxide the basal metabolic rate of the body increase and 

this ultimately leads to generate oxidative stress conditions. 

There are many factors which produce oxidative stress like 

defective mitochondrial energy metabolism, excessive trace 

elements and metals [34]. 

There is so many genetic risk factors are involved in AD in 

which Ɛ4 allele of apolipoprotein E (APOE) is also one of 

them factor which is responsible for Alzheimer’s disease 

progression [35]. It has various cellular functions such as 

carries cholesterol in different region of brain, neuronal 

signaling, neuro-inflammation. It has three isoforms. The E4 

polymorphic form is related with progression of AD on the 

other side E2 diminish the risk [36]. 

 

Biomarkers 

CSF biomarkers 

The CSF may know as an important source for biomarkers in 

Alzheimer disease. CSF makes straight connection with 

intracellular region in brain, and any changes in composition 

of molecules of the CSF can through back biochemical 

alternation in brain region [37]. AD is caused by the 

aggregation of amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles.in 

brain cells. Many types of biomarkers are found in CSF such 

as Aβ, p-tau and total tau [37-38]. After APP metabolism by 

beta and gamma secretes Aβ is released into CSF [39]. Aβ40 

and Aβ42 are types of Aβ found in CSF of Alzheimer disease 

victims and these are main measure of that [40]. It was found 

that the amount of Aβ40 is rises and amount of Aβ42 reduces 

to 40-50% of control level in CSF of Alzheimer disease [37]. 

Low level value of Aβ42/ Aβ40 ratio of CSF in comparison to 

normal level is also found to be an important factor of 

diagnosis of AD [41].  

Tau protein is important constituent of intra-neuronal NFTs 

and its level is increases in Alzheimer disease patient’s CSF 

regularly and it is found that the AD patients CSF contains 

300% or more total tau which is far more than normal value 

and ELISA method for quantification of total tau in CSF was 

used. The main reason for increase in tau is neuronal injury 
[37, 42].  

As already mention different isoforms of tau proteins are 

found that is nitration, methylation and many in which p-tau 

is produced by phosphorylation of tau, NFT is also produced 

by phosphorylation of abnormal tau produced by different 

type of post translational modification and these are the sign 

of AD condition [43, 44]. It is found out through research that 85 
phosphorylation positions are found in tau in region of brain [43]. 

 

Plasma biomarkers 

Blood is body fluid in human and contains plasma as a 

fraction of 55% of whole blood with other component. This 

fluid is ideal for biomarker investigation. Through various 

studies it is found that the Aβ protein is present in plasma in 

different isoform and expressed in different proportion in 

comparision to normal [45] and form senile plaques in 

intracerebral region in AD.Among various technique used for 

detection of Aβ protein in AD which ELISA is one of them 
[46]. Like CSF association between Aβ40 and Aβ42 in quantity 

wise and ratio wise there is also same information found in 

plasma [47]. 

 

Platelet biomarkers 

According to research it is found that Aβ is produced by 

different enzymatic processing of APP which shows increase 

regulation pathways in platelets of AD victims [48]. It is also 

found that the ratio of APP is also lessening and hence this is 

also an indicator of platelet biomarker of AD [49]. Glycogen 

synthase kinase 3 beta is a protein kinase shows 

phosphorylation of tau leading to the production of 

neurofibrillary tangles and also produce more Aβ in blood 

platelet [50]. Many isoforms of tau are present in platelet after 

APP cleavage with 3 or more enzymes like CSF biomarker 
[51]. Some biomarkers of platelet are coated platelet and 

platelet PLA2 enzyme. Patient with AD shows more amount 

of coated platelet in initial process [52] and low amount of 

platelet PLA2 enzyme in comparison to control in dementia 
[54]. 

 

Inflammatory Markers 

Neuro-inflamation mechanism comprises with brain and it is 

directly related with AD [55]. If any patient suffering with AD 

faces over expression with cytokine, chemokine which is 

responsible for death of neuron Tumor necrosis factor 

receptor is an important biomarker which may be called 

inflammatory biomarker when overexpressed in comparison 

to normal level show death of so many neuron cells which 

leads to patient suffering with AD. According to research 

shown that blood serum contains different amount of 

ceramides. AD patient contains fewer amounts of NK cells 
[56]. 

 

Circulatory miRNAs 

MiRNA is also considered as biomarker with biomarker as 

already mentioned above and this is non-coding part of RNA 

in cell [57]. Patients having AD many scientists relate AD with 

different proportion of miRNA in blood component and 

cerebrospinal fluid and are easily identified in that part with 

PCR [58]. It is also found the less regulation of miRNA in AD 

victims [59]. Besides this biomarker present in body liquid part 

it is also involved with genes such as amyloid precursor 
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protein, beta-site amyloid precursor protein cleaving enzyme 

1 which is responsible for Alzheimer disease in human beings 
[60]. As now there is no treatment available for AD so these 

biomarkers will be important to initially identify the disease 

in patients and make early therapeutics [61]. 

 

Biomarkers for oxidative stress 

Another important component which is used to detect early 

pathology in brain is oxidative stress as biomarker [62]. It is 

used to detect AD. After continuous research on brain it is 

found that AD victims contains high amount of reactive 

oxygen species [63] and hence show different alternation of 

proteins like nitration, oxidation and alter them [64]. It is also 

found that aldehydic lipid per-oxidation amount is also being 

high in dementing patients [65]. Oxidative stress levels are 

found in CSF also besides the blood of AD candidate other 

than amyloid beta and both show no co-relationship between 

them [66].  

 

Saliva 

There is need to identify biomarker in human which will no 

create pain so here saliva biomarker fitted perfectly because 

in this to identify marker simply take saliva from mouth and 

uses different analysis technique like ELIZA and identify [67]. 

Altered concentration of Aβ, tau proteins and lectoferrin are 

found which is used as saliva biomarker. These components 

easily transferred into saliva from blood. Both isoforms of Aβ 

such as Aβ42, Aβ40 are found and also tau with isoform p-tau 

and t-tau have also found after processing of APP with 

enzymes. Altered lectoferrin levels are also found as 

biomarker for AD patients [68].  

 

Urine 

Like so many biomarker in human body fluids urine is also a 

biomarker origin to identify early onset of AD. Although 

urine is far apart from region of brain but it shows some 

relationship. Urine biomarkers are identified using different 

analysis technique such as LC-MS/MS, ELIZA, NMR in 

human and mouse models [69]. AD victims show different 

concentration of APOC3 and in his urine. A study was done 

to analyse the urine of animals and it was found that urine 

contains altered amount of tyrosine in initial state of AD. A 

further study was done and found that urine sample with AD 

contain different concentration of L-arginine and allantonin 

whish is indicator of early AD disease [70]. 

 

Olfactory fluids 

Olfactory fluid is body fluid of human being which is source 

for biomarker of AD victims [71] obtained with ELIZA and 

other analytical technique which detects the different 

concentration or altered concentration of Tau and Aβ in 

olfactory fluids of AD [72]. This fluid makes contact with brain 

region od AD [73]. Amyloid beta aggregates to form 

neurofibrillary tangles in olfactory fluids in comparison to 

control [74]. 

 

Ocular fluids 

Our eye contains ocular fluids which is also directly related 

with brain and is non- invasive sample to isolate and detect 

the AD in diseased patients [75]. The Aβ deposits in ocular 

fluids of eye and aggregates to form NFT [76], tau is indicator 

of AD which is called biomarker to detect the AD in early 

stage which aggregates to form senile plaques [77].  

Table 1: Biomarker in different fluids of human body for AD 

Diagnosis. 
 

Sample Biomarker 

CSF 

Aβ42 

t-Tau 

p-Tau 

Aβ42/ Aβ40 ratio 

Plasma 

Aβ40 

Aβ42 

Aβ42/ Aβ40 ratio 

Platelet 

Aβ 

BACE1 

Tau 

Inflammatory 

TNF-receptor 1 

TGF-β 

IFN-γ 

Interleukin 

Oxidative stress 

Saliva 

Aβ42 

t-Tau 

p-Tau 

Urine Apolipoprotein C3 

Olfactory fluids 
Aβ 

Tau 

Ocular fluids Aβ 

 

Conclusion 

Biomarkers play an important role in AD as it predicting 

Alzheimer disease. There are so many Biomarkers discussed 

for earlier diagnosis of AD but till now no particular drugs are 

available to treat the AD. Different types of biomarkers found 

in Saliva, CSF, Urine, Blood like Aβ, Tau, Aβ42/ Aβ40 ratio. 

Among these Urine, blood, saliva fluid is good source 

because can be collected easily in comparison to other 

without any pain.  
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